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Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 

GR focus 
Use of 
Vocabulary
Fluency 
Pre read 

L.O  to pre 
read key 
words 

GR focus 
Fluency 
Vocabulary
Phonics 

L.O to  select 
and retrieve 
words and 
phrases
L.O To read 
with 
expression 

GR focus 
Retrieval

O to  select and 
retrieve words 
and phrases

GR 
Retrieval

L.O to  match the 
words to the 
pictures 

Task – to match the key 
words to the pictures 

Task –to use known strategies 
to pre-read key words and 
then read with expression 

Task – to answer questions on a 
text – select and retrieve 
information 

- use key words to help find 
the answer

Task – watch a short slide show and 
read the key words

- read the short text 
- match the vocabulary to the 

pictures 

Optional task – Design your own 
setoff treasures to go in the Tower

With adult supervision have 
a look at coins and notes 
with our queens head on. 



lesson 1 With an adults permission find the Queens portrait on real coins and notes.. These words 
will be in the text tomorrow. Match these words with the pictures

brass     nickel    struck and  minted     watermarked    receipts      counterfeit 

To press an image into a 
blank metal disc  

Mark can be seen when held 
up to the light 



first   safe

coin    found

bank        note

gave      print

try        time

made      light     mint

hard     metal      steel 

brass   

money    place     royal

tower       founded   

store gold    nickel

safety       return

paper         enough 

pocket      strong

struck       minted

criminals    almost

London     British 

watermarked

receipts   

counterfeit 

circulate 

valuable 

LESSON 2 – fluency 
– read the words read the words read the words 



1 The Bank of England lesson 1 



1

British coins used to be made of almost pure gold and silver. Now they 
are made of less valuable metals like steel , nickel or brass. 
There are eight  British coins. They have to be light enough to carry in 
your pocket , but strong enough to circulate for many years. British 
coins are struck or minted at the Royal Mint. 

Today the bank just prints 4 banknotes - £5, £10, £20, £50 – on watermarked 
paper. It is very hard to counterfeit the notes, but criminals try all the time.

Money was first made in a royal fortress – The Tower of London in 1279 . It 
was a safe place to keep the nations coins . The Bank of England was founded in 
1694 as a place for people to store their gold safety. In return the bank gave 
them paper receipts. 

Bank of England  

Lesson 2



Question 1 Question 2

Want was the name of the royal fortress? Using the name fortress as a clue  – why do you think 
it was safe to keep money there?

What year was the Bank of England founded ? What did the bank give receipts for ?

What 4 bank notes are printed What kind of paper are the notes printed on?

In the past British coins were made out of 
__________and _________

What less valuable materials are coins  made out of 
now?

How many British coins are there? Explain why the coins  have to be light and strong-
use your books  to record the answer

Lesson 3 Select and Retrieve -use the words in bold to help you find the answer  



State Opening of Parliament 

Imperial Crown 

-The Crown Jewels 

Lesson 4 key vocabulary 



The Tower Of London 



Prisoners in the tower of London ( A long time ago)  

Guy Fawkes Anne Boleyn   



1

Imperial State Crown also has 17 sapphires , 11 emeralds , 5 rubies and 
273 pearls in it . The monarchs wears it every year at the state 
Opening of Parliament. The imperial State Crown also has 17 
saphhires,11 emeralds , 5 rubies and 273 pearls in it. 
The Crown Jewels have been kept at the Tower of London since the 
14th century. They have never been stolen , though in 1671, a thief 
called Thomas Blood tried to take them. 

Today the bank just prints 4 banknotes - £5, £10, £20, £50 – on watermarked 
paper. It is very hard to counterfeit the notes, but criminals try all the time.

There are many towers inside the castle walls. The oldest is the White Tower 
which was built by William the Conqueror in the 1070s .Seven ravens live at the 
tower. The Raven master feeds them 170 grams of raw meet every day , an egg 
a week and occasionally a rabbit. As well as being a palace , the tower was a 
prison . Famous prisoners include Guy Fawkes and Anne Boleyn .

Tower Of London   



Raven Master         Thomas Blood                              William The Conqueror                      Imperial Crown 

sapphires, rubies , emeralds                  State Opening of parliament               Anne Boleyn 

Lesson 4 Match the vocabulary to the picture 



If you had a collection of treasure at the Tower of London, what would it look like ? 

My Collection of Treasure at the Tower of London Optional 
lesson 5 

Design some treasure that you would like to 
see at the Tower of London – you can use your 
imagination


